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Development Of The Global Energy Markets In The Long-term Perspective: The Role of LNG

Долгосрочные перспективы развития мировых энергетических рынков: роль СПГ
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The protracted nature of the current global financial crisis reduces forecasts of economic and energy consumption growth.

Growth is hindered by the declining intensity of the main factors of production, the slowdown of population growth, limited opportunities for territorial expansion, aggravated water supply problems, and rising prices for major natural resources.
Growth will be mainly provided by the developing countries

Population growth, GDP, and energy consumption by region

**Population growth in developing countries is followed by an increasing shift in the centre of economic and energy consumption towards these countries**
Centres of energy consumption will notably change their location

The growth of primary energy consumption by region and type of fuel

The consumption of primary energy in the world will increase by 1.1% per year on average between 2010 and 2040, which is significantly slower than the growth in energy consumption seen for the last 30 years, while developed countries will only increase their energy consumption by 3% by 2040.
The share of oil and gas in world primary energy consumption will remain practically unchanged: 53.6% in 2010 and 51.4% by 2040.

In the long term, fossil fuels will remain dominant, against the background of a slower growth in the share of non-hydrocarbon energy resources. The highest consumption growth rates in the forecast period will be for renewable energy: by 2040 its share in global energy consumption will reach 13.8%. However, natural gas will take first place in the absolute volumes of consumption growth, and it will have the largest niche in the fuel mix, making it the most demanded type of fuel for the next 30 years.
Directions of the international energy trade are changing considerably

The development of the world’s energy trade will continue against the background of North America’s growing self-sufficiency, due to unconventional oil and gas resources. A significant increase in supply via the Pacific and Indian oceans will change the directions and volumes of inter-regional energy trade.
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MORE THAN 60% OF INCREMENTAL DEMAND FOR LIQUIDS WILL COME FROM THE DEVELOPING ASIA. MORE THAN 70% OF THE INCREMENTAL SUPPLY WILL BE COVERED BY DIFFERENT TYPES OF UNCONVENTIONAL LIQUIDS. UNCONVENTIONAL OIL (SHALE OIL, TAR SANDS OIL, ETC.) WILL REACH 16.4% OF TOTAL PRODUCTION - 837 MLN TONS BY 2040 – AND DRAMATICALLY CHANGE ALL STRUCTURE OF THE GLOBAL OIL TRADE AND PRICING.
By 2040 global gas demand will increase by 60%, mainly driven by the power sector, where gas is an ideal environmentally friendly fuel to cover growing demand for flexible electricity supply. Another extremely promising gas application is gas use for the transportation sector – it is dramatically improve air quality and has much smaller footprint for lower price. Gas supply additions will be mainly provided by the new conventional field development.
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Global LNG supply is expected to boom

By 2040 LNG will provide for nearly 60% of the inter-regional gas trade. New major players in the LNG market will emerge (the USA and Canada; Australia, which will by 2018 leave Qatar behind in terms of liquefaction facilities; and East Africa), which could significantly redirect the routes of traditional producers, increasingly focusing LNG exports on Asia – but we don’t know which part of these capacity additions is speculative.
Asian LNG market will show the highest growth rates with the new consumer-countries joining it.

There is a huge potential for gas consumption growth in the new developing consumer-countries with very dense population and increasing environmental problems like China, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia and Indonesia, and etc. Gas can dramatically improve their quality of life.
The European market will show low rates of growth, but against the background of weak domestic production its need for gas imports will inevitably grow. Some of these needs will be covered by pipeline gas, but a growing share in gas demand (31% of European consumption by 2040) will be covered by LNG supply.
Devil is in detail: where will new LNG to Europe come from?

Australian gas is going to be most expensive. It is almost completely contracted for the Asian buyers.

US and Canadian LNG exports will be limited by the domestic industrial lobby and will be primarily targeted at the Asian markets.

For East Africa, Asian markets also seem to be more attractive.

Norway?

Qatar?

Iran?

Algeria?

Nigeria?
Both for the North American and for East African LNG, Asia seems to be much more attractive market.

Cost comparison for the US LNG sales to Europe and Asia

Cost comparison for the East African LNG sales to Europe and Asia
Conclusions

- Global energy markets are undergoing fundamental changes, with energy demand slowing down in the OECD countries and booming in the non-OECD countries. As a result, directions of the international energy trade will change considerably.

- Gas will considerably improve its role in the global energy mix – it will be the most demanded fuel in the long-run.

- There will be tremendous shifts on the liquid fuels market – shale oil promises to be a much more important game-changer than shale gas.

- International gas trade will be strongly driven by LNG. There are huge plans to expand LNG capacities (though part of these plans is speculative) and there is booming LNG demand in Asia.

- Assuming the costs of the projects and long investment cycle it is highly probable that the cyclical nature of LNG market will remain with the periods of oversupply and periods of LNG deficit.

- Import dependent Europe has to be very cautious with its LNG plans, as part of the potential LNG supplies are highly risky, and another part might be redirected to the more attractive Asian markets.
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